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VOCABULARY FOR AT HOME WITH THE IMPRESSIONISTS  
 
 

Academic art: Art that conforms to the standards of the French Academy, the official body that 
promoted traditional art based on classical ideals. 

Elements of art: The building blocks of art creation which are manipulated and organized by artists. 
They include line, color, texture, and shape. 

En plein air: French, meaning open air, painting out of doors. 

Impressionist art: A style of art developed around 1870, generally devoted to subjects of leisure, the 
upper-middle class, and the city, rendered in a naturalist manner, and often painted directly before 
nature (en plein air). This style is known for its sketch-like brushwork and simplified forms that leave the 
viewer with an “impression” of a scene rather than an immensity of detail and lacks a traditional finish. 
Typically, this work is characterized by short brush strokes of bright colors in immediate juxtaposition to 
represent the effect of light on objects. 

Japanese woodblock prints: Prints rendered from a wood block that is carved to depict an image. The 
best-known type is the ukiyo-e (floating world), a genre produced between the 17th and 20th centuries, 
featuring motifs of landscapes, tales from history, the theater, and the pleasure quarters. 

Painting: A picture or design executed in paints. 

Palette: Both the flat surface on which the artist sets out and mixes paints, and the range of pigments 
used in a painting. 

Pastel: A drawing medium of dried paste made from ground pigments and a water-based binder that is 

manufactured in crayon form; a picture or a sketch drawn with this type of crayon. 

Patron: Someone that supports, protects or champions someone or something, such as an institution, 
event, or cause; a sponsor or benefactor: ie: a patron of the arts. 

Portrait: A likeness of a person, especially of the face in a painting, drawing or photograph. 

Realism:  A style of painting that depicts something in a way that mimics what the eye actually sees. 

Salon: The official annual art exhibition in Paris first established in the 17th century by the French Art 
Academy. 

Seascape: A painting which depicts the sea or ocean. 

 


